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Abstract

In recent years, hybrid optical network architectures, which employ two or more network technologies simultaneously, were proposed. They aim at improving the overall network design by combining the advantages of different technologies while avoiding their disadvantages. In order to structure this developing research field, we classify such hybrid architectures based on the degree of interaction and integration of the network technologies. Also, we discuss the three classes and their main representatives regarding key characteristics, performance benefits, and realization complexity. Finally, we highlight two hybrid architectures and show their key benefits compared to the respective non-hybrid architectures through a dimensioning case study.

I. Introduction

At the early days of the internet, network bandwidth was a scarce resource, certainly relative to the computing power available. Thus, the (original) design of the TCP/IP protocol suite mostly targeted networks which today would not qualify as broadband. The rapid development and deployment of fiber transmission technology, and most notably wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), shifted this balance. Suddenly, there was more transmission capacity available than even specialized routers could deal with. Since then, electronics have been struggling to match the pure raw speeds of optics.

To relieve electronics from bulk processing and switching, optical concepts like wavelength, waveband, and even fiber switching were developed and are currently introduced, e.g. by reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexers (ROADM) and all-optical cross-connects (OXC). In these networks, optical devices and systems are the workhorses, and electronics introduce intelligence to the data and control plane.

However, this bulk transport in optics can also be very bandwidth inefficient, especially in networks with bursty traffic patterns. This is mostly because wavelength switching has a very coarse granularity and is rather slow. Its adaptation times range up to hours or higher, and are thus much larger than critical time scales of traffic dynamics. Many
researchers hope that highly dynamic all-optical switching may diminish this inefficiency. Unfortunately, as all-optical switching and processing are not ready for deployment, this dream still has not become reality.

So the essential question how to design highly adaptive networks, when faced with an electronic bottleneck, still remains unanswered. A closer look at the major challenges of network efficiency, node scalability, and heterogeneous service requirements lead to fundamental questions on the characteristics of the design space:

- Will bandwidth become so cheap that inefficiencies of bulk (wavelength) switching become irrelevant? Probably not. So what do we do to increase efficiency?
- Agile optical systems still have limited functionality and their mostly analogue nature indicate that their realization complexity will remain high for some years to come. So, how can we minimize node complexity and thus ensure scalability?
- How do we support the increasingly heterogeneous service requirements regarding bandwidth and quality of service? Some applications need a bandwidth of only few kb/s or round trip delays of seconds, while others require Gb/s with only minimal delay.

Faced with this broad spectrum of requirements, it seems that any single network technology will be insufficient. Consequently, different notions of hybrid architectures were identified as promising approaches. In their March 2001 guest editorial for Communication Magazine, Alan Hill and Fabio Neri formulated this insight for optical networks as:

"Furthermore, from an overall network perspective, a hybrid solution combining the merits of fast (optical) circuit switching with those of optical packet switching may offer better cost and performance. Indeed, such solutions may reduce the throughput requirements of packet switches."

Extending hybrid architectures even further to the complete spectrum of optics and electronics, we believe that network designers should optimally combine the strengths of both domains while at the same time diminish their weaknesses. Only recently, Vincent Chan worded it even stronger in his November 2004 editorial for JSAC.

"My prediction is that the ultimate solutions will not be all-optical as the purists would have it, but rather hybrids that make use of the best of optics and electronics. Moore's Law and traditional electronic data network is the proverbial glass ceiling that has to be broken. I urge all of you to exercise your imagination and have fun at it."

Even before Vincent Chan urged us, some researchers already had some (initial) fun at coming up with hybrid architectures. In this paper, we focus on hybrid network architectures, i.e. those that do not apply one network technology to transport all traffic, but instead combine several switching technologies into one architecture.

While a lot of ingenious ideas in that sense were proposed recently in major IEEE publications, this field is not structured yet. Thus, we introduce a first classification and illustrate the strengths and typical characteristics of hybrid optical networks by zooming in on two specific representatives. We also provide some performance metrics to give a feeling what benefit each way of working may bring.
II. Classification of Hybrid Optical Network Architectures

For this article, in order to avoid misinterpretations with other hybrid concepts in the area of optical networks, we define the term “hybrid” as follows:

“An optical network architecture is called hybrid if it combines two or more basic network technologies at the same time.”

In the context of optical networks, network technologies refer to packet [1] and burst switching [2] as well as wavelength, waveband, and fiber switching [3]. We decided to focus on architectures combining packet/burst and wavelength switching, mainly because their combination is particularly instructive: they define entirely different requirements toward the optical network. While packet and burst switching, for instance, require burst-mode capable transceivers and transmission links with ms or less switching times, wavelength-switching has more lax requirements, e.g. with reconfiguration times of seconds and higher.

A consequence of our definition is that many network technologies, like optical burst switching (OBS) and fast wavelength switching alone are not considered hybrids. They are often referred to as hybrids, either because their granularity lies in between circuit and packet switching or because they combine electronic control and optical switching. However, they are not covered by our definition mandating multiple network technologies to be deployed simultaneously.

Existing proposals for hybrid optical networks covered by the above definition can be divided into three classes, based on the degree of interaction and integration of the network technologies:

- client-server
- parallel, and
- integrated.

Next, we will define these classes in progressing level of integration and show where current proposals of architectures belong. In Section IV, this classification and major characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

A. Client-Server Hybrid Optical Networks

The first class employs a hierarchy of optical layer networks with different network technologies. Adopting ITU-T terminology, the lower of two adjacent layer networks functions as a server layer setting up a virtual topology for the upper client-layer. For efficient network design, a hierarchy of bandwidth granularities is established with finer granularities in the upper layers and coarser granularities in the lower layers.

This client-server principle is not only commonly applied in electro-optical transport network architectures today, e.g., in IP-WDM or IP-SDH-WDM. It is also proposed for the optical layer with respect to wavelength channels, wavebands, and fibers [3] and supported by Generalized Multiprotocol Label Switching (GMPLS) control planes. In this paper, however, we focus on architectures in which the client layer is an OBS or optical packet switching (OPS) network and the server layer is a wavelength-switching network.
Figure 1 shows such a hybrid network [1][4][5]. OBS or OPS nodes mostly aggregate traffic at the edge of the core network. These nodes are interconnected across the core network by direct lightpaths in the underlying wavelength-switched network. Optical bursts/packets are only switched in the client layer nodes and transparently flow in lightpaths through the circuit-switched server layer nodes. If the client layer nodes do not switch transit traffic [1][4], we term the approach “Burst-over-Circuit-Switching” (BoCS).

Migration scenarios and particularly the reduction of transit traffic in the client-layer nodes clearly motivate such virtual topologies for OBS and OPS. Offloading traffic to direct lightpaths and bypassing intermediate OBS and OPS nodes reduces the number of burst-mode capable switch interfaces in the network (cf. Section III.A). Also, it avoids control processing and contention situations [6]. In addition, capacity adaptation and failure recovery benefit from dynamic lightpath capabilities in the server layer. However, most research on OBS/OPS so far concentrated on single layer scenarios, assuming a given physical topology in order to study fundamentals first.

Due to the lack of flexible memory in the optical layer, OBS and OPS depend on a high statistical multiplexing gain on network links to achieve a high utilization for the target quality of service (QoS). As increasing the connectivity of a network by virtual topology links yields less traffic per link and thus a reduced multiplexing gain, only a lower utilization can be achieved. Consequently, a dense virtual topology saves resources in bypassed intermediate nodes but requires additional resources at end nodes to compensate this reduced utilization. Thus, the virtual topology has to be carefully designed to reduce overall network cost. Note that this effect also applies to SDH/SONET or WDM virtual topologies. However, it is less pronounced there because extensive buffering is available in the IP routers of the client layer.

As noted above, OBS and OPS mandate a burst-mode capable transmission infrastructure and often apply orthogonal modulation schemes for control information, e.g., frequency shift keying (FSK). Hence, the underlying wavelength-switched transmission
infrastructure also has to be burst-mode capable and transparent to modulation schemes used in the client layer.

Client and server layer networks can be under the control of more than one operator. In that case, the client layer operator leases wavelength services to setup virtual topology links. Network control is free to apply an overlay model with separate state information, an augmented model with a higher degree of information sharing, or a peer model with complete information sharing.

**B. Parallel Hybrid Optical Networks**

In the second class of hybrid optical networks two or more optical layer networks, offering different transport services, are installed in parallel. An intelligent edge node employs them individually or in combination to optimally serve customer service requirements.

Virtual optical networks (VON) [2] and polymorphic multi-service optical networks (PMON) [7] introduce frameworks and possible realizations of this class of hybrid networks. They combine wavelength-switched transport (from permanent to switched) and highly dynamic OBS. Figure 2 illustrates this class with the service edge node selecting the transport service from the two networks. Here, IP traffic can be either transported in optical bursts or as a continuous byte stream inside a lightpath. In the realizations in [8] and [9] edge nodes select a network technology based on explicit user request, traffic characteristics like bandwidth, expected flow duration, or QoS requirements.

Resources for transmission and switching can be either dedicated to or shared among the different network technologies. In both cases, the assignment of network resources to the respective technology can be static or dynamic. Note that even in the case of dynamic assignment the time scale of “handover” of resources is at least in the order of wavelength path setup/teardown. This is in contrast to the last class discussed in Section II.C, which supports sharing on a per packet basis.

![Figure 2: Parallel hybrid optical networks](image-url)
While sharing of resources in general improves resource utilization it also mandates that transmission and switching equipment satisfy the requirements of the most demanding technology. For instance, an integrated switch for hybrid OBS and wavelength-switching [7][8][9] requires the faster switching technology, more sophisticated control logic, and the burst-mode transceivers of OBS. Instead, all wavelength-switched services could be implemented with less complex and thus more cost-efficient technology. Similarly, sharing of fiber infrastructure requires burst-mode capable transmission equipment. Consequently, the design of such parallel hybrid architectures has to trade-off efficiency and realization complexity.

Similar to the arguments on resource sharing, a unified control plane across all optical layer networks facilitates network operation [7] but also requires that all specifics of the different network technologies were considered in its design and implementation. This increased complexity could slow down standardization, product development, and consequently deployment.

Note that these tradeoffs regarding resource sharing and realization complexity as well as the degree of integration of the control planes apply even more to the class of integrated hybrid optical networks, discussed in Section II.C.

So far, we implicitly assumed that the core network not only offers multiple transport services but also makes the transport decision. However, also the customer could decide upon the transport service to use. This is basically proposed and implemented in CHEETAH [10]. There, a high capacity customer has two Ethernet ports and chooses between a primary circuit-switched (SDH) and a secondary TCP/IP-based transport service which is used if the primary is blocked.

C. Integrated Hybrid Optical Networks

While the second class takes two or more network technologies side by side instead of the more classical client-server approach, the final class goes even a step further: it integrates them completely. This means all network technologies share the same bandwidth resources in the same network simultaneously. In case of a combination of wavelength switching and packet/burst switching, this means that traffic is either transported in wavelength-switched or in burst-switched mode.

Each node can: a) opt to use a given wavelength segment as part of a (predetermined) wavelength path and send traffic wavelength-switched, or b) ignore the established wavelength path and have a neighbor node process the traffic, even if in wavelength-switched regime it should have bypassed this neighbor. Switching between the two views, i.e., seeing the network as a collection of end-to-end lightpaths or as point-to-point wavelength segments, is done on-the-fly and possibly on a per packet basis.

Consider Figure 3: each node comprises a wavelength-switched and a packet-switched device. Usually, a node will transmit packets over the end-to-end lightpath, since it removes the need for intermediate processing by subsequent nodes. However, in case of congestion, it can change to packet-switched mode. Alternatively, the choice between the two modes, can also be motivated by QoS differentiation, e.g., wavelength-switched for high priority traffic.
This method is – theoretically – optimal from a resource viewpoint. For well-behaved smooth traffic, wavelength paths can be used, while dynamic traffic can be handled by employing the packet-switched mode. However, it is also the most complex, both from a technology and a control point of view. As each node sees the entire network in two ways, a full integration of the wavelength-switched and the packet-switched data and control plane is needed.

To the best of our knowledge, currently only two proposals fall into this category: OpMiGuia [11] and Overspill Routing in Optical Networks (ORION) [12]. In both architectures each node has to be able to detect the current mode of operation of each packet and to insert and remove packets without disturbing existing traffic in wavelengths. Avoiding collisions is far from trivial and both approaches rely on advanced optical components.

In the OpMiGuia concept, sending nodes use two orthogonal polarization states to mark the two transport modes. At the next node a polarization splitter directs the packet to the responsible section of the node, i.e. an OXC or electronic packet switch. The main challenge lies in the physical realization, e.g., making sure the signal is intact and polarization state is correctly maintained.

ORION considers several options, which can be divided in two broad categories. One uses a lower bitrate signal with an orthogonal modulation format, while the other relies on advanced all-optical detection.

Note that for both integrated hybrid architectures there must be a possibility to share resources in the first place, which de facto means to support packet switching with a possibility of inserting/removing packets into lightpaths ad hoc. This in turn means either elaborate clock (re)synchronization techniques and/or burst-mode transceivers, at least for the packet-switched mode. While the network side and logical operation of these two types seem to be sound, clearly the physical implications are very challenging if aiming for deployment in the near term.
III. Detailed Discussion of Key Hybrid Architectures.

After our general classification, we present two specific architectures in more detail to further illustrate the characteristics of hybrid architectures. First, the Optical Burst Transport Network (OBTN) architecture [5] is introduced as an example of a client-server hybrid optical network. Second, ORION is discussed as an example of an integrated hybrid optical network, in context of an electronic packet router integrated with an OXC. While this discussion only covers the case of a static wavelength-switched layer it can be extended to the dynamic case directly. Dimensioning studies analyze both architectures using the Pan-European reference core network (cf. reference in [12]) with 16 nodes, 23 fiber links, and the traffic demand matrix for the year 2008.

A. OBTN: Optical Burst Transport Network

This section outlines the OBTN architecture, which offers more resource and cost-efficient transport of optical burst data than OBS. OBTN combines a dense virtual topology and constrained alternative routing with effective contention resolution strategies in order to reduce the number of ports in burst-switched nodes, while maintaining a high network efficiency. It targets the transport of optical bursts originating in optical feeder networks, e.g., MANs, across the core network [5].

First, OBTN applies a dense virtual topology, in which nodes are connected by direct lightpaths, optically bypassing intermediate nodes. The interconnection pattern is defined by traffic demands or operational criteria. Second, as statistical multiplexing on a large number of network links with small capacity each can be inefficient, OBTN has two additional provisions also illustrated in

*Figure 4(a):* (i) bursts use constrained alternative routing in case of contention on the direct lightpaths and (ii) a small amount of *shared overflow capacity* is allocated to links used by alternative paths. In order to achieve high network resource efficiency despite reduced statistical multiplexing gain per virtual link, both wavelength conversion and a very simple shared FDL buffer are used.

![Figure 4(a) OBTN network and node view for sample network with 5 nodes, in which direct lightpaths (solid) are set up for the assumed traffic demands and shared overflow capacity (dashed) is allocated for alternative routes of relations 1-5 and 2-5 (b) comparison of node and network resources for OBS, OBTN, and BoCS](image)
In OBS, unconstrained alternative routing - commonly referred to as deflection routing - can lead to high delay variation, thus burst reordering, and potentially negative effects on TCP. OBTN avoids this by constraining alternative routes to virtual links, which follow the same fiber links in the physical topology as the primary route. Thus, all bursts with the same source and destination nodes experience the same propagation delay, the dominating delay component in WANs.

Introducing alternative routing shifts some traffic from virtual links, which were dimensioned for this traffic, to other virtual links, which were not. This yields an undesired mismatch of routing and dimensioning and thus performance degradation. To circumvent this, some extra capacity, termed shared overflow capacity, is allocated in the network for traffic on alternative routes. In order for this capacity to be shared by many alternative routes, it is allocated to virtual links connecting neighbor nodes in the physical topology.

OBTN can be characterized by the share of network capacity, \( b \), \( 0 \leq b \leq 1 \), allocated as shared overflow capacity. This notation also comprises the OBS architecture (\( b=1 \), virtual and physical topology are identical, all capacity is shared) and the BoCS architectures presented in [1][4] (\( b=0 \), full-mesh virtual topology, only dedicated capacity), which allows the following unified architecture comparison.

*Figure 4(b)* quantifies the dimensioning of node and network resources for OBTN, OBS, and BoCS. For OBTN two different dimensioning values of shared overflow capacity are shown (\( b=0.06 \) and 0.16). The number of trunk interfaces in burst-switched nodes and the number of wavelength hops in the physical fiber infrastructure describe the node and network resources, respectively. The comparison is performed for a burst loss probability in the network of \( 10^{-4} \). All values shown are relative to those of OBS.

On the one hand, BoCS and especially the OBTN architecture successfully economize on the number of expensive burst-switched ports while OBS requires the highest number here due to the high transit traffic. On the other hand, both OBTN architectures only have a limited increase in wavelength hops compared to OBS, while BoCS is severely penalized due to its low network efficiency.

Applying the cost relations for optical networks, in which network resources are increasingly considered commodity and node resources remain the major cost driver, OBTN constitutes an effective solution to reduce overall cost. Tuning the ratio of shared overflow capacity \( b \) to account for a specific cost relation of burst-switched ports and wavelength hops yields optimal OBTN architectures.

**B. ORION: Overspill Routing in Optical Networks**

In this section we describe a particular instance of an integrated hybrid optical network, ORION. As mentioned, ORION employs markers to be able to instantly change between wavelength-switched and packet-switched operation mode on the same wavelength. Here, we assume such a marker exists by way of a low bitrate FSK signal accompanying an intensity modulated payload. The packet-switched mode is called “overspill” mode, while the wavelength-switched mode is called “normal” mode.

*Figure 5(a)* shows a complete example ORION node. The OXC (1) has four wavelengths
coming in, of which two, \( \lambda_2 \) and \( \lambda_3 \) are terminated towards the electrical IP router (2). The two others, \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_4 \), pass through transparently (3). To detect the marker, we split off some of the power at (4) and process it at (5). If it indicates an overspill packet, 1x2 fast optical switches (6) are set up towards the electrical IP router. Traffic is preferably sent in wavelength-switched mode, thus we only expect very few overspill packets. Therefore, drop wavelengths are combined (7) to save interface cards. Likewise, 1x2 switches need not be installed on all wavelengths, a subset may suffice. In the rare case of contention at the combiner, a packet drop cannot be avoided.

Figure 5 (a) An example design of ORION node and (b) result from a dimensioning case study

After the 1x2 switch is set, the overspill packet can be received through a wide-band receiver (8). The added simple electronic ORION control block, can then decide (11) to either send it via the normal mode on a lightpath originating at that IP router, or again in overspill mode (9). In standard ORION a packet always remains in overspill mode (see [12] for variants).

Short delay lines (10) compensate the time needed for reading, detecting, and setting of the 1x2 switches. The delay lines also allow detecting large enough idle periods on the wavelengths, in order to insert packets in overspill mode on pass-through wavelengths by opening a *window to the future*. Information about this availability is sent to the ORION control module (11), the function of which now also is to control the ORION transmitter module (9). Again, to avoid interface cards on all wavelengths while keeping full flexibility, one or several tunable lasers could be installed.

The advantages of ORION are already reflected partly in the node design. First, the logic controlling the overspill part needs to work only with the markers. Second, packets which are inserted on a direct wavelength path are leftuntouched until they reach their destination. Thus no expensive interface cards at line-rate are needed for pass-through traffic, delay is minimal, and delivery is assured. Finally, since we only rely on information obtained via the markers, this part of the node is totally independent of the underlying line encoding or data rate. Note that alternatively, an OBS/OPS switch can also replace the IP router (2). The advantages of ORION still apply: smaller OPS/OBS switches (less traffic seen, less processing) and a high utilization rate.

The study in Figure 5(b) compares standard ORION with three other network
technologies: purely packet-switched with point-to-point WDM, purely wavelength-switched with end-to-end WDM, and a parallel hybrid optical network termed “combined”, which operates like CHEETAH. We further assume 10 Gb/s per wavelength installed, where each wavelength can be installed unidirectionally and independent from others.

Again, we quantify the approaches by a double metric: on the one hand the amount of traffic the IP routers will have to handle and on the other hand the amount of wavelength hops needed in the network.

When looking at average IP router load, it is very clear that point-to-point WDM has to handle a lot more traffic than the other three alternatives. The wavelength-switched WDM solution naturally performs the best, but more interestingly, the combined technology and ORION are close to this optimum.

When looking at average number of wavelength hops needed in the network we see the opposite. The wavelength-switched WDM architecture uses many more wavelength hops, while ORION uses the same amount of wavelength hops as the packet-switched case. We also see an important feature of ORION illustrated: only a small fraction of the wavelengths use overspill (grey area). In fact, on average, only around 1% of traffic was in overspill. This performance evidently comes at a cost: A bigger IP router has to be provisioned to handle overspill, but its calculated size is only marginally greater than the wavelength-switched solution. Compared to ORION, the combined approach uses slightly more wavelength hops. Another observation, not shown, is the dramatic reduction of packet-switched traffic at nodes with high amounts of transit traffic, due to ORION relying on wavelength switching as a primary transport method.

IV. Conclusion

Hybrid optical network architectures, which combine two or more basic network technologies at the same time, open several new degrees of freedom to bring packets and circuits closer together optimizing the overall network design. In order to structure this research direction, we classified hybrid optical network architectures proposed so far based on the degree of interaction and integration. We also discussed their key characteristics, performance benefits, and realization complexity.

As a summary, we provide short definitions for the client-server, parallel, and integrated hybrid architecture classes in Table 1. It illustrates principal relations regarding resource requirements, technology and control complexity. While the first can be expected to increase from integrated via parallel to client-server, the opposite applies for the latter two criteria.

In a second part, we presented two hybrid architectures in greater detail, one client-server and one integrated representative. In a dimensioning study for a Pan-European reference network scenario, both architectures show their benefits over non-hybrid alternatives.
Table 1: Definition of the classes of hybrid optical networks and their fundamental characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Resource requirements</th>
<th>Technology complexity</th>
<th>Control complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Client-server</td>
<td>Server layer offers virtual topology of lightpaths to OBS/OPS client layer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td>Edge node offers different network technologies – wavelengths in use by one technology at once.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated</td>
<td>Edge node offers different network technologies – wavelengths in use by all technologies at once.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we showed, hybrid architectures define an interesting route to satisfy the heterogeneous network requirements of the future. Although several hybrid optical architectures already were proposed in recent years, the complete design space is far from exhaustively researched.

Concluding, we experienced that people followed the Vincent Chan’s editorial advice in JSAC and had fun in their research, so there is no shortage of new ideas!
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